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Battle of the Books 2014/2015 
Spannende, englischsprachige Bücher lesen, im Team Spaß haben, spielen und 
gewinnen! Die Battle of the Books ist ein Wettbewerb zwischen Teams verschiedener 
Schulen, bei dem sich die Teilnehmer mit englischsprachiger Literatur auf 
unterhaltsame Weise auseinandersetzen. Natürlich kann man auch tolle Preise 
gewinnen. 
 
 
Vorraussetzungen: 
Die Leseliste ist konzipiert für 10.bis12. Klassen 

- 10 Teilnehmer bilden ein Team (die Teams können auch aus verschiedenen 
Klassenstufen sein)  

- die Teilnehmer sollten freiwillig mitmachen 
- es stehen 10 Bücher auf der Leseliste 
- jeder Teilnehmer muss mindestens ein Buch gelesen haben,  
- ab Mitte Dezember bis  Februar treffen wir (DAI + Native Speaker) uns mit den 

Teams und besprechen alle Bücher; danach werden Bücher getauscht, so 
dass jeder Teilnehmer ein weiteres Buch lesen kann 

- Es werden keine interpretatorischen Fragen gestellt 
- Die Battle findet im Februar 2015 statt! Alle angemeldeten Teams müssen 

sich diesen Termin freihalten!!! 
 
Das DAI kann folgendes bieten: 

- jedes angemeldete Team erhält einen Satz der zu lesenden Bücher geliehen 
- wir bieten einen Besprechungstermine mit Native Speakern an und kommen in 

die Schulen; dieses Leseprojekt wird in englischer Sprache durchgeführt !!! 
- wir organisieren die Battle und die Gewinne 
 
 

Die Anmeldung der Teams ist ab jetzt möglich! Wegen der begrenzten Plätze 
können wir in diesem Jahr nur ein Team pro Schule zulassen. Falls bis zum 
Anmeldeschluss am 01.10.2014 nicht alle Plätze vergeben sind, kann natürlich 
ein zweites Team nachrücken. 
Bitte melden Sie sich per E-Mail an. Die Plätze werden nach dem 
Eingangsdatum und der Uhrzeit vergeben. 

 
Für die Anmeldung und Fragen wenden Sie sich bitte an Kathleen Röber, 
Program Manager, DAI. (roeber@dai-nuernberg.de, Tel: 0911-230 69 12 

 
 
 

Leseliste Battle of the Books 2014/2015 
 
“The Catcher in the Rye” by J.D. Salinger 
Salinger, whose characters are among the best and most developed in all of literature has 

captured the eternal angst of growing into adulthood in the person of Holden Caulfield. 

Anyone who has reached the age of sixteen will be able to identify with this unique and yet 

universal character, for Holden contains bits and pieces of all of us. It is for this very reason 

that The Catcher in the Rye has become one of the most beloved and enduring works in world 

literature. (amazon.com) 
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“Where the Heart Is” by Billie Letts 
Oprah Book Club® Selection, December 1998: A funny thing happens to Novalee Nation 

on her way to Bakersfield, California. Her ne'er-do-well boyfriend, Willie Jack Pickens, 

abandons her in an Oklahoma Wal-Mart and takes off on his own, leaving her with just 10 

dollars and the clothes on her back. Not that hard luck is anything new to Novalee, who is 

"seventeen, seven months pregnant, thirty-seven pounds overweight--and superstitious about 

sevens.... For most people, sevens were lucky. But not for her," Billie Letts writes. "She'd had 

a bad history with them, starting with her seventh birthday, the day Momma Nell ran away 

with a baseball umpire named Fred..." (amazon.com) 

 
“The Great Gatsby” by F. Scott Fitzgerald 
The Great Gatsby, arguably Fitzgerald's finest work and certainly the book for which he is 

best known.A portrait of the Jazz Age in all of its decadence and excess, Gatsby captured the 

spirit of the author's generation and earned itself a permanent place in American mythology. 

Self-made, self-invented millionaire Jay Gatsby embodies some of Fitzgerald's--and his 

country's--most abiding obsessions: money, ambition, greed and the promise of new 

beginnings. (amazon.com) 

 
“Slam” by Nick Hornby 
Sam is sixteen and a skater. Just so there are no terrible misunderstandings: skating = 

skateboarding. There's no ice. Life is ticking along nicely for Sam: his mum's got rid of her 

rubbish boyfriend, he's thinking about college and he's met someone. Alicia. 

Then a little accident happens. One with big consequences for someone just finding his way 

in life. Sam can't run (let alone skate) away from this one. He's a boy facing a man's problems 

and the question is - has he got what it takes to confront them? (amazon.com) 

 
“The Secret Life of Bees” by Sue Monk Kidd 
In Sue Monk Kidd's The Secret Life of Bees, 14-year-old Lily Owen, neglected by her father 

and isolated on their Georgia peach farm, spends hours imagining a blissful infancy when she 

was loved and nurtured by her mother, Deborah, whom she barely remembers. These 

consoling fantasies are her heart's answer to the family story that as a child, in unclear 

circumstances, Lily accidentally shot and killed her mother. All Lily has left of Deborah is a 

strange image of a Black Madonna, with the words "Tiburon, South Carolina" scrawled on the 

back. The search for a mother, and the need to mother oneself, are crucial elements in this 

well-written coming-of-age story set in the early 1960s against a background of racial 

violence and unrest. (amazon.com) 

 
 “James & The Giant Peach” by Roald Dahl 
When poor James Henry Trotter loses his parents in a horrible rhinoceros accident, he is 

forced to live with his two wicked aunts, Aunt Sponge and Aunt Spiker. After three years he 

becomes "the saddest and loneliest boy you could find." Then one day, a wizened old man in 

a dark-green suit gives James a bag of magic crystals that promise to reverse his misery 

forever. When James accidentally spills the crystals on his aunts' withered peach tree, he sets 

the adventure in motion. (amazon.com) 
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“The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night time” by Mark Haddon 
Mark Haddon's bitterly funny debut novel, The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-

Time, is a murder mystery of sorts--one told by an autistic version of Adrian Mole. Fifteen-

year-old Christopher John Francis Boone is mathematically gifted and socially hopeless, 

raised in a working-class home by parents who can barely cope with their child's quirks. He 

takes everything that he sees (or is told) at face value, and is unable to sort out the strange 

behavior of his elders and peers. (amazon.com) 

 
“The Turn of the Screw” by Henry James 
"The Turn of the Screw" is the classic ghost story for which James is most remembered. Set 

in a country house, it is a chilling tale of the supernatural. The story starts conventionally 

enough with friends sharing ghost stories 'round the fire on Christmas Eve. One of the guests 

tells about a governess at a country house plagued by supernatural visitors. (amazon.com) 

 

“Holes” by Louis Sachar 
Camp Greenlake is a place for bad boys, where the belief is: "if you take a bad boy and make 

him dig a hole every day in the hot sun, it will turn him into a good boy." When Stanley 

Yelnats, accused and found guilty of a crime he did not commit, is sent to Camp Greenlake he 

really doesn't think it can be so bad. Stanley and his family try to pretend that he is just going 

away to camp like the rich kids do, and he promises to write to them every day. (amazon.com) 

 

 
“The Diary of a Wimpy Kid”: The Ugly Truth by Jeff Kinney 
When summer's over, harsh reality returns with the school bell. For Greg Heffley, the school 

building door might as well be labeled, "Abandon hope all ye who enter here." Greg and 

Rowley (his only "friend" and usually a happy victim) have had a fight, so Greg is on his 

own, and he laments that ". . . it seems like EVERYONE is having more fun than me these 

days." Undaunted, he puts on a brave show, but there's a new threat: puberty is starting for 

some classmates and the adults want to share too much information about it for Greg's taste. 

On top of that, Greg's mom is going back to school, and the "men" in the house have to take 

up the load. What's a guy to do? (amazon.com) 


